COUNTRY COTTAGE

WORDS R AC H E L L E E D H AM P H OTO GRA P H S R ACHA E L S MI T H

The simplicity of a pared-back Cotswold home
provides the perfect canvas for this family’s
growing collection of paintings and photographs

Artful
BALANCE
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DINING ROOM

The contemporary pendant
light was chosen so as not
to compete with the artwork
in this room, which includes a
nature scene of Pennsylvania,
where Aga and Andrew once
lived, and an oil painting by
local Cotswolds artist Peter
White. The beautifully worn
wooden table top, which
has a new base made from
aged timber, is teamed with
Swedish and French antiques.
Circle 60 suspension light in
Bronze finish, £1,140, Le Deun
Luminaires, 07717 171537, ledeun.
com. Bowl oil painting, Peter
White at Brian Sinfield Gallery,
01993 824464, briansinfield.com.
Walls in Flint Grey, Flat Emulsion,
£41 for 2.5 litres, Zoffany, 0844
543 4600, zoffany.com.
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SITTING ROOM

The family likes to gather here to play board
games and sit by the woodburning stove. The
wing chair and sofa are both antiques that
have been reupholstered in a slub linen and
a Harris tweed respectively, both of which
bring warmth and texture to the space.

For a similar footstool, try The Sofa & Chair
Company, 020 8752 8935, thesofaandchair.co.uk.
Footstool in Harris in Ecru, £42m, Warwick, 01451
822383, warwick.co.uk. Artwork, Federico Infante,
federicoinfante.com. Twig wall light in Bronze,
£252; Long half lampshade in Pale Olive silk, £34;
both Vaughan, 020 7349 4600, vaughandesigns.
com. Seahorse sculpture, Melanie Deegan
Sculptures, 07596 919787, melaniedeegan.com.
Walls in Silver, Flat Emulsion, £41 for 2.5 litres,
Zoffany, 0844 543 4600, zoffany.com.
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A

ga McDaniel will never forget her first
trip to the Cotswolds with her husband,
Andrew, three years ago. “Every corner we
turned unveiled one breathtaking scene
after another; it was rather like walking
around an art gallery full of Old Masters,” she recalls.
The couple, who had moved to London from New York in
2005 and have two children (Henry, aged five, and Izabela,
seven), found themselves drawn back to the area time
and again. “We were starting to grow out of our home in
London and we were very keen to have a larger garden,”
Aga explains. “We realised that this is where we wanted
to bring up our children.”
THE RIGHT MATCH
Aga, who is Polish but moved to America as a child, and
Andrew, who grew up in Georgia, first started searching
for their new home in February 2013, but it took eight
months before they finally discovered this four-bedroom
cottage. Built in the late 1990s and set in glorious
private gardens in a village in the heart of the Cotswolds,
it was, they felt, the perfect place to raise a young family.
As passionate art collectors, the couple also liked the
natural light and flat, even walls, which would be ideal for
displaying their collection of photography and paintings.
Although the cottage was somewhat dated, Aga had a
vision of how it could be transformed to suit a lifestyle in
which art, music, cooking and the outdoors all play important roles. “We discovered Pippa Paton simply by searching
for leading Cotswolds interior designers on the internet,”
says Aga. “It was critical for us to find a local specialist
with a deep understanding of the area.”

brought forward to enlarge the tiny boot room behind so
that it now also serves as a utility area while, upstairs, the
layout was subtly tweaked to make more economical use
of the space. Bleached oak flooring helps to unite the living
areas, while pale limestone in the kitchen makes the room
feel light and spacious.
INCORPORATING A COLLECTION
The couple’s artwork, which ranges from contemporary
photography – Andrew is a keen amateur photographer
himself – to 18th-century oil paintings, was a key consideration in Pippa’s scheme. The purchase of a dramatic
painting by the Chilean artist Federico Infante is a case in
point. The family was in New York for Christmas two years
ago when Aga and Andrew saw and fell in love with the
painting. Aga immediately sent a photograph of it to
Pippa, saying that she wanted the sitting room to be
designed around it. Today, hanging on the facing wall, is
another piece by the same artist, this time commissioned
by the couple to celebrate their daughter’s sixth birthday.
“Izabela became a passionate cello player at a young age,
so while Federico does not do portraits per se, he was
prepared to paint an imagining of her as an older girl
with her cello. We were stunned by the result,” Aga says.

Bespoke kitchen, Pippa Paton
Design, 01865 595470,
pippapatondesign.co.uk. Mercury
electric oven with gas hob,
£3,499, Mercury Appliances, 0800
804 6261, mercuryappliances.
co.uk. Ionian deck-mounted taps,
£349 each, Perrin & Rowe, 01708
526361, perrinandrowe.co.uk.

Kitchen cabinets in Opus, Oil
Eggshell, £60 for 2.5 litres; walls
in Felt III, Flat Emulsion, £37.50 for
2.5 litres; Paint & Paper Library,
020 7823 7755, paint-library.co.uk.
Acid-etched Shaker limestone
flooring, £66sq m, Town and
Country Flooring, 01993 824331,
towncountryflooring.co.uk.

DESIGN FOR LIVING
Pippa has worked with the couple’s art, devising
knocked-back schemes that subtly draw on the colours of
the countryside – tonal hues that span greenish greys to
pale shades of stone. Most of the furniture in the house is
antique, much of it Scandinavian or French, while fabrics
are natural and include linens, wools and Harris tweeds.
For the kitchen, crafted by master cabinetmakers,
Pippa devised a mix of painted cabinets and doors clad in
bleached oak, with the same tactile timber covering the
wall separating the space from the boot room. “We spend
a lot of time in the kitchen and we love the way the French
windows link it with the outside,” says Aga. “When we have
guests, we all tend to congregate around the island and in
the summer we spill out onto the terrace. It’s lovely being
in this room watching the children play in the garden.”

A bleached-oak panelled wall,
Cumbrian stone worktops and
pale limestone flooring lend a
sense of depth to the kitchen.
The natural materials and soft
paint colours were chosen
to unite the interior with the
mellow Cotswold stone façade.

KITCHEN

SUBTLE REPLANNING
Aga and Andrew’s brief was to completely renovate the
cottage, opening up the rooms so that the interior felt
more integrated, without straying outside the footprint
of the property. Pippa’s solution was to move walls by a
foot or two here and there, and to gently pare back the
interior architecture, removing doors and widening the
apertures of each doorway. In the kitchen, a wall was
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Louis XV caned painted bed, from £4,075, And
So To Bed, 0808 144 4343, andsotobed.co.uk.
Throw in Halcyon, £134m, Chase Erwin, 020 8875
1222, chase-erwin.com. Hypnos replica, £550,
The British Museum Shop, 0800 218 2222,
britishmuseumshoponline.org.

A chalky blue-grey paint colour (above) makes a
soothing backdrop for this striking 19th-century
oil painting by French artist Amedée Julien
Marcel-Clément, which Aga fell in love with at
first sight. On a bedside chest sits a replica of a
bronze head of Hypnos, the god of sleep.

MAIN BEDROOM

Knocked-back schemes subtly draw on the colours of the countryside
– tonal hues that span greenish greys to pale shades of stone.
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GUEST BEDROOM

Furnished with antique pieces (above left) and
an upholstered French-style bed (left), this room
exudes a sense of subtle luxury.

Similar bed, Antoinette king-size bed with footboard,
£1,695, Graham and Green, 020 8987 3700,
grahamandgreen.co.uk. Throw in Corde, £118m,
Chase Erwin, 020 8875 1222, chase-erwin.com.
Momo wall lights in bronze finish, from £185 each,
Astro, 01279 427001, astrolighting.co.uk. Walls in
Blanket, Flat Emulsion, £37.50 for 2.5 litres, Paint &
Paper Library, 020 7823 7755, paint-library.co.uk.

FAMILY BATHROOM

Nero riven slate, around £24sq m, Mandarin Stone,
0160 071 5444, mandarinstone.com.

The crisp monochrome scheme (above) combines
the clean lines of a sleek white Corian basin
and bath, which are bespoke designs by Pippa
Paton, with the natural beauty and texture of
a riven slate floor.
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